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A video featuring Mark Milroy's portraits and landscapes at New York's Kirkland Gallery in 2010 succinctly 
captures the style of this week's cover artist: the narrator says his work is a balance between realism and 
abstraction with portraits recalling Van Gogh and Alice Neel. This critic would add a few additional but 
essential descriptions, particularly Milroy's expressionistic style. His colorful patterns, which frame the 
subjects, are also reminiscent of Matisse.

The cover image is not distorted as some of Milroy's portraits are, yet there is a whimsical feeling present. 
Moreover, the bird is flying left to right, the normal direction that we "read" words. Thus, there is little 
apparent distortion.

Fergus Padel

Q: The cover image is not a traditional portrait of a person, but a portrait, nonetheless, of a bird. (It is in a 
private collection and was exhibited at Sag Harbor's The Gallery). How important are portraits to you?



A: Portraits are my true and first love. I see them as non-commissioned work, as fine art. I call them 
"interpretive" portraits because they capture the likeness of a subject, but they also capture the essence. 
The human being in front of you has complications; I want the complications.

Q: What other subjects do you do?

A: Landscapes and birds.

Q: What are the "complications" with portraits compared to landscapes?

A: When I do landscapes from life, on the beach, for example, it's the wind, sea, light; with people it's body 
language. To cut down on complications, I open up a dialogue between me and the sitter. I really want the 
person to want to be painted. It's a collaboration between artist and people/landscapes.

Q: So landscapes are portraits, too, as I suggested about the cover?

A: Yes, they are ways of seeing. I am passionate about that.

Q: And you teach about that philosophy?

A: For 10 years, I have taught figurative classes at the National Art Club. I also teach courses for the 
Pastel Society of America in interpretive portraiture. And in teaching I try and open up the students' eyes 
and see more.

Q: How did you get started with painting? Was it landscapes first?

A: I lived in Brooklyn, but I didn't paint what I saw; I had to have a connection. Then I began doing 
cityscapes: Brooklyn rooftops, water towers, church steeples, the subway rambling over the Williamsburg 
Bridge. Then I left urban landscapes; I needed to get back to my roots as a painter.

Q: What are your roots, painting-wise?

A: My family moved from St. Paul, Minnesota, to Canada. I went to the University of Western Ontario 
where someone suggested I could get a degree in art. My first art teacher there said I had a gift. Before 
that I had been to other colleges majoring in different fields that weren't for me. After studying at Western 
Ontario, I moved back to the United States and got a BFA from the Art Institute of Chicago.

Q: How did you get to New York?

A: After the Art Institute, I went to New York in 1995, and a friend put me up. I immediately went to the Art 
Students League and did odd jobs. I got a studio in Williamsburg with a great view and moved to another 
studio on Great Jones Street. I started having shows and was able to support myself. Now my studio is in 
Morningside Heights.

Q: To what do you attribute your success after so many years of not finding the right "calling?"

A: I once asked a friend why things were going right. He said, "You believe."

Mark Milroy's work can be seen on his website: markmilroy.com or you can e-mail him: 
thestudio@markmilroy.com.


